WELCOME TO THE GSM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Your Alumni Network
UC Davis GSM graduates automatically become members of the Graduate School of Management Alumni Association (GSMAA). As alumni, you will begin to receive the alumni monthly e-news, Accelerator. The Accelerator will keep you informed on latest school updates including faculty news, student clubs, upcoming events, and alumni spotlights.

Mission
The mission of the GSMAA is to facilitate strong affiliations among fellow alumni, current students, faculty, staff, and the communities we share. The association will foster the continuing professional development of alumni and promote opportunities to enhance the reputation of the School.

Stay Connected
Your one-stop alumni shop:
gsm.ucdavis.edu/alumni-resource-center

- Make an annual gift to the GSM Annual Giving Campaign. (give.ucdavis.edu/go/gsmannualfund)
- Update your contact information through the alumni online directory.
- Volunteer using the alumni online volunteer form.
- Encourage your employer to join the GSM Business Partnership Program.
- Hire a student, or fellow alumnus, for an internship or career position.
- Participate as a guest speaker at club events or host a Shadow Day.
- Refer and encourage qualified MBA applicants.
- Respond to occasional surveys for ranking purposes.
- Attend events!
- Share your career accomplishments through the GSM “Alumni on the Move” link.
The GSMAA is governed by a group of alumni volunteers who serve on the board of directors. Board members work closely with the School to identify School, student and alumni needs. They represent fellow graduates and ensure that alumni have a positive impact on the ongoing growth and development of the School.
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To join the GSM Alumni Networks, go to:  

- **Alumni Directory**
- **LinkedIn**
  [www.gsm.ucdavis.edu/linkedin](http://www.gsm.ucdavis.edu/linkedin)
- **Facebook**
  [www.facebook.com/ucdavismba](http://www.facebook.com/ucdavismba)
- **Twitter**
  [www.twitter.com/ucdavismba](http://www.twitter.com/ucdavismba)

To learn more about the GSMAA or to contact a board director, please visit  
[gsm.ucdavis.edu/leadership](http://gsm.ucdavis.edu/leadership)